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Sabra 427/   – a Mobile Solar Powered Generator  

Delivering Power whenever you need it wherever you want it 

 

‘Al Hadeshe Green energy’ developed innovative concept for empower military and emergency 

applications 24/7 with renewable energy, for example: surveillance systems, command shelters, 

forward operating bases (FOBs), HLS, disaster relief. 

 

In the recent years, there is an increasing demand for transportable, fast deployed, renewable 

energy solutions, because of the frantic fuel prices and the complex logistics involved with 

refueling the traditional diesel generators in rural areas. 
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What is Unique about Sabra 427/  ? 

 100% stand alone system– no dependency on diesel or fuel as power source 

 High level of reliability in power supply 24/7. 

 Highly durable to meet the most extreme external conditions  

 Simple to transport at off-road conditions – the system is loaded to compact trucks and on 

its way to customer sites in no time 

 Simple deployment – all it takes is 30 minutes to have the system up and running at full 

capacity. The same time it takes to reload it back on the truck, to a new location.  

 Green solution based on solar power and delivers clean and quiet  power  

 Cost Effective –by taking advantage of solar energy the cost of power is dramatically 

reduced. On-going maintenance cost is close to zero.   

 

Sabra 427/  is a flexible modular solutions. The system is adaptable to different power 

and environment requirements and can be easily customized to fit different requirements.  

Sabra 427/   - mobile solar generators, offers you a high value solution for Power supply, 

whenever you need it wherever you want it. 

 

For more details on the solution visit our website www.alhadeshe-bps.com/green_energy.php or 

contact us at office@alhadeshe-bps.com    
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